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if anyone else has had trouble connecting to the spore server when
you download the mod i would be happy to know how to fix it, if i can
fix it, i will do so. im not sure if you need to reinstall spore, or what,
but if you do, i know theres an amazing sporepedia.exe available on
the steam site that will automatically update your game, and
download any mods that you would need. (use to have to download
sporepedia myself to update my game, now i just do it automatically)
i wish to know how to install the mod correctly. it seems i have a
"program or folder" problem. it seems to be something to do with the
install of the mod. i am using origin to install the mod and the updates
for the mod. origin installs fine. i get the download and the patches.
but when i get to the screen to install it, i get the message that i need
to install a program or folder. as the screen is very small, i have no
idea what that means. but i have made sure the mod folder is open
and nothing is on there. i am playing the mod now, but i wish to be
able to use it. all help will be appreaciated. thanks. i have just
updated to the 1.5.1 version of the spore mod, and it seems to be
working ok. i was able to get the new mod and it seems to work ok.
however, the old spore mod seems to be left over in my spore menu
and it is stuck there. any idea how i can get rid of it so i can play with
the new mod? i would like to remove the old mod if possible, so i can
play my game with the new mod, but the game seems to have
ignored the fact that i have downloaded the new mod. i am using the
crack version of the mod from the steam site.
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Spore Galactic Adventures Patch 1.5.1 Crack

the community patch is compatible with spore galactic adventures
1.4, and includes the following content: 1.1. new planet landforms.

1.2. new units.3. new abilities.4. new effects.5. new game features.6.
new story.7. new community.8. new base game items.9. new

missions.10. new planet generators.11. new terrain effects.12. new
randomized generation.13. new user interface.14. new base game

screen.15. new planet screen.16. new ship generator.17. new
creature generator.18. new creature proficiency screen.19. new base
game graphics.20.21.22. new flying camera.23.24.25.26.27.28.29.30.
31.32.33.34.35.36.37.38.39.40.41.42.43.44.45.46.47.48.49.50.51.52.
53.54.55.56.57.58.59.60.61.62.63.64.65.66.67.68.69.70. i have spore

on origin and i keep getting this: we are unable to connect to ea
servers to activate spore on this computer using your account. try
again later i have been trying to get it working the past few days, i

have uninstalled and reinstalled spore and all its extra content, i have
updated it and repaired it via origin, i have uninstalled and reinstalled
origin. i have checked spore.com for the patch link and it doesn't work
and i have downloaded this, tried running it but it tells me game it up
to date and therefore the dialogue box asks me to finish. nothing i do
has worked. how do i fix this i really want to play a game that i paid

for and so far is crap is ********. 1) did a manual install by copying the
spore folder from my game to the tools folder and running spore.exe,
still works. i don't want to uninstall origin, or any of its content. i just

want to play spore. 5ec8ef588b
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